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Running I kept on running endlessly away from the force that had been chasing
me.

I can’t figure out what it is but it is scary

All I can see is its blue eyes coming towards me and-

snap I wake up covered in sweat breathing heavily

Seeing it’s 6:50 am I get up and take a shower…

I wear my leggings with a purple tank top and a b***on-up plaid shirt leaving
the b***ons undone

I comb my blonde hair letting it flow on my back then grabbing my backpack and
going down to the kitchen to grab breakfast.

Did I tell you about myself no? Well, my name is Scarlet Reyes I live with my Mom
in the little town of Baja California.

My Dad or sperm donor as I call him left my Mom after a one-night stand and now
it’s only me and her against this world.

I am only fifteen and in tenth grade.

“Morning mother,” I said hugging my mom from behind while she was busy
preparing breakfast for us before she leaves for work.

“Morning my angel how was your night.” She Kisses my forehead and continued
with preparing breakfast. While I sat on one of the stools surrounding the island.

“My night was good.” I lied I didn’t want her to worry about me she had enough
on her plate to add worrying about my stupid weird dreams

After she was done she placed a plate of scrambled eggs and bacon with a gla**
of juice.

ADVERTISEMENT

“Thanks” I muttered

Today is the first time in years well not literally years maybe days since I had such
a nice breakfast.

I always wake up late and end up grabbing a granola bar eating it on my way to
school.



Today I was thirty minutes early just enough time for a good breakfast.

After I was done with breakfast I quickly said goodbye to my Mom and was on my
way to school.

Oak Tree High. A school was divided into two groups the popular and the
nobodies also called the invisible.

I was one of the invisible though I had two friends

Skylar Nevaro and Jenna Harries.

Entering the school hallway while ignoring the stares I got from the popular I
went straight to my locker grabbing my books and going over to first-period
chemistry.

Mr. Blanco was explaining something about isomers and before I could catch
what it was I found myself dozing off and soon falling asleep.

I am sure Mr. Blanco didn’t even notice since I sit at the way back of the cla** with
my two best friends with who I share this cla**.

I see those familiar blue eyes again.

“Please don’t hurt me” I whimper but the figure keeps coming closer and closer.
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“Wake up scar.” I felt someone shake me.

I opened my eyes to see the sky looking at me with those hazel eyes of hers.

“Are you okay scar?” Jenna asked and I nodded my head.

Looking around the cla**room, I found it was empty. Guess I slept for a long time.

“You don’t look okay scar is something bothering you?” sky asked me looking at
me curiously.

“No it’s nothing just didn’t sleep last night was busy studying and doing
homework” I smiled lying through my teeth the reason I didn’t sleep was because
of the frigid nightmare about blue eyes.

I packed my books heading to my next cla** math.

It pa**ed by in a blur and soon it was lunchtime.



“Hey girls so I have some story to share,” Jenna said grinning while we stood by
her locker waiting for her to finish so we can grab some lunch.

Jenna wasn’t a locked away girl like I was she could fit in anywhere even with the
popular.

“So the cutest guy in school proposed to me and I am so excited” she squeaks
while placing the last item into her locker.

“Who?” Sky and I asked at the same time.

“Zane,” she said smiling while our jaws literally dropped.
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“Wow, congrats Jenny hope he isn’t just after your pants.” I teased.

Everyone in school knew Zane he was a bad boy and most popular in school. He
used to change girls like clothes.

“Oh please you know he is only using you. You are just another flavor of the
week.” sky rolled her eyes and Jen glared at her.

“You are just jealous he came after me not you,” Jen said crossing her arms.

“Fine fine but don’t come crying back to me.” Sky walked over to the cafeteria
and ordered our food

We sat at our usual table Eating and chatting when I felt something strange it
was like someone was looking at me.

I turned and stared deep into ocean blue eyes which belong to no other than
Zane Michael Black the biggest manw**** in school and apparently Jen’s
boyfriend.

He looked at me with a shocked expression marrying his features but I quickly
looked away couldn’t want to fall for his traps I heard that once a girl looked in
his eyes they go insane.

I don’t want that happening to me.

From the corner of my eye, I saw him go over to his gang members which was a
table full of popular bad boys if you ask me.

Though I felt his eyes boring my side, I didn’t dare look. I was probably imagining
him looking at me maybe his eyes were fixed on Jenna…

Soon lunch ended and we headed to the final cla**es of the day.



In this cla**, I shared it with Zane I was surprised to see his eyes looking in my
direction. Lucky enough I ignored and sat on my usual sit Listening to the lecture
and taking notes completely ignoring the fact that Zane was looking at me the
entire time.
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